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By Dustin Shekell
A race relations seminar
featuring a screening of the
video, ’The Color of Fear" was
conducted Monday in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium, giving the entire SJSU community the opportunity to thoroughly discuss the effects of
racism.
"The Color of Fear" is an
award-winning video discussing the ramifications
racism has had on the lives of
eight North American men of
African, Asian, European and
Latino descent. Each ethnic
group was represented by two
men whose lives had been
touched by the ugly hand of
racism.
"Why can’t we all pretend
to be white people?" said
Victor, one of the African American members of the

group in the video. "There is
no American ethnicity. You
have to throw away your ethnicity to be an American."
One of the EuropeanAmerican representatives in
the video seemed to take the
brunt of the anger and frustration of the panel when he
continually disagreed with
everybody’s views of racism.
"You people have no comprehension that the world is
open to you," David said,
speaking to the non-white
members of the panel. "You
block your own progress."
A portion of the video
focused on minority against
minority racism. Although
members of the group
apprehension
expressed
about discussing this topic,
which could further fuel white
racism against them, the
See Video, page 4
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Survivor’s story
Speaker recounts Holocaust experiences
By Michael Barton
Spar un
Sul! Wrkter
/1010( .11151 survivor

Gt.f111411 ( hi Wren as she walked to and
from school. She still has never been
Lore Gilbert spoke back. "To this day I am not sure which is
to an audience of 12 people Monday in the nightmare or reality."
the Almaden room of the Student Union
Gilbert said she remembers clearly
to commemorate the Holocaust in an
when the Nazis came to her largely
event sponsored by the
Jewish town to round up all
Jewish Student Union.
the men. She said she
"What’s interesting today is
thought it was snowing
we’re all saying ’Let’s talk
because the Gestapo had cut
about it," Gilbert said. "It wasup peoples’ featherbeds and
n’t like that in the past."
down pillows and shaken
She began talking about
them, releasing the down
her Holocaust experience in
feathers into the street.
1990 when she was interHer father was luckily
viewed for a series containing
away on business and they
an oral history of her
hid in his business office as
Holocaust experience. The
Lore Gilbert the Nazis rousted the locals
tapes were produced by the
’Palter and hauled away the men,
Northern California Oral
she said. From there they
History Project in San
moved to Heidelberg, a more
Francisco and shown on local
liberal college town that was
public television.
not targeted yet. There she felt freedom
Before 1990, her experience as a child through anonymity.
in Warmaisa, Germany in the mid-to-late
She told the audience a story of per1930’s haunted her in her dreams. She
recounted being harassed and stoned by
See Survivor, page 6
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To this day
I am not sure
which is the
nightmare or
reality.
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PHOTO BY STEVE KEEGAN - SPAR IA \ DAILY
Lore Gilbert speaks about her life as an 11 -year-old Jewish
girl trying to survive the Holocaust of World War II.
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Video inspires
racism discussion
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Marching agalnst
conservativism
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By Michael Barton
Spanan Daily Staff Writer
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With an estimated 13,000 people and 650 community groups behind them, actor
Danny Glover, NOW president Patrica Ireland, Rainbow Coalition Leader Rev.

11..,

PHOTO BY SFAN GAI sis - SenI xl il Tilt SPARTAN: DAR.Y
Jessie Jackson and United Farm Workers’ Dolores Huerta among others lead a
NOW march in San Francisco on Sunday.

Responding to what march organizers said they see as a rising ultraright wing stronghold on politics
and attacks on civil rights, thousands of community activists
marched along the San Francisco
waterfront Sunday in the "Fight the
Right March."
The purpose of the march, said
National Organization fin Women
representatives, was to create a unified movement to defeat the antiaffirmative action init;ative. the
California Civil Rights Initiative
(CCRI) headed for the November
ballot.
"For the first time in this country,
an extremist, ultra-right wing has
taken control of one of the two
major centrist political parties,"
said
feminist
leader
Gloria
Steinem, a speaker at the rally
before the march. "The entire
country is focused on California ...
because you will determine the fate
of affirmative action in this whole
country by your vote."
Marchers organized at Fort
Mason Sunday morning. The
march began at 1 p.m. after a short
standoff with Jenny Guembes, who
has AIDS. She unsuccessfully
attempted to address the morning
rally despite the help from ACT
See March, Back page

Not that simple: examining the death of Jason Cooper
Two months ago,
a man died
during a fight
at a popular
downtown
night club.
Today, some
people are still
asking,
’Why?’

By Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Last week the San Jose Planning
Commission voted 6-0 to close the
Oasis, a downtown San Jose night
club, almost two months after
Oakland resident Jason Scott
Cooper, 21, was beaten to death
there on a night when police used
tear gas to control the crowd.
The San Jose Police Department
still has no suspects in the death,
and the family’s $5,000 reward has
yet to be claimed.
Sgt. Bob Beams, SfPD spokesman,
said the "riot" and death that
occurred that night were caused by
"people just wanting to fight."

But it’s not that simple says a San
Jose man who did not know Cooper,
but who was with him just before he
was taken to the San Jose Medical
Center, where he later died.
Cordell Johnson, an administration of jusuce major at San Jose City
College and a frequent Oasis patron,
claims that off-duty officers hired by
Oasis as security did not do all they
could to save Cooper, and that the
whole story of what happened that
night is not being heard.
"(Cooper) could have been
helped at least 10 minutes before
paramedics got there," Johnson said.
Johnson said he tried to get police
in front of the club to help Cooper.

Garcia’s remains

SPARTAN
SPEED READ

Most of the remains of
Grateful Dead founder
Jerry Garcia were
strewn on the waters by
the guitarist’s family
and friends
Page 3

who had been beaten unconscious
inside the club and then carried out
a back door by an unidentified club
patron.
But Johnson said police wouldn’t
listen.
screwed up and they
"The
know it, he said. ’They’re trying to
cover it up."
Johnson said police at the scene
told him that he was being too emotional, and that as long as Cooper
was still breathing, he would be OX.
Unfortunately, he wasn’t. Cooper
died at 3 a.m. The coroner’s investigator said he died from heart damage caused by chest injuries.
For the previous eight months.

olice

s had rented out th,
Oasis
rhursday nights
club
Executive Entertainment, who called
their night Club Flavor and played
mostly hip hop music.
Jacek Rosicki. president of IR
Presents and owner of Oasis,
declined to be interviewed for this
story.
Johnson arrived at Club Flavor
between 12:30 and 1 a.m. on Feb. 23
in part because two groups, the
Twinz and Doyeshack, were performing that night.
Johnson said he was ii tie back of
the club close to the 11,11,,mns when

Military stand off

Leukemia battle

With rebel militias
honoring a tenuous truce,
Liberian leaden turned
their focus Monday to a
stand off between rival
militias at a military
barracks.
Peg* 6

Moja, a 9-month old
gorilla, who had captur
the hearts of children
with its battle against
leukemia was eu
Monday when his
became unbearable..

See

Cooper. page
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"The police
screwed up and they.
know it. They’re
trying to cover it up.
Gorden Johnson
Oasis patron
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The media need to get back on track
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before they do some serious damage

...

Sudden impact
Bs Leslie Asbury

successful indictment and a failed one.
Fitt instance. due It, .1 CBS !ICU’, leak. the FBI

Evensvhere we look, there is some form of
information presented to us. There is not one
place that we can go anymore without the
media bearing the hottest news. Lets face it, the
media are one of the most powerful tools in this
comitry of ours.
We would like to believe that we are intelligent
enough not to be molded by others. After all, we are
thinking creatures with minds as individual as our
fingerprints, but, admit it or not, we value other’s
opinion
especially the media. The final decision
may be ours, but our experiences affect our decisions.
The media, however, do have some effect on our
decisions. We read newspapers and watch television
on a daily basis. That is going to affect the way we
think about certain topics and the way we decide.
The fact remains that politicians rely heavily on
the media. One of the biggest things they try to
accomplish during their campaign is gaining the
support of the newspapers. They recognize how
much the media affect the way people vote, so they
try to gain the approval of the publication in the
opinion pages.
It’s sad that we believe a lot that the media say, but
it’s definitely true. We never doubt what is reported
by a reputable news station and rely on them to give
us information for the decisions we need to make.
A theory called "agenda setting" states that the
media does not necessarily tell people how to think,
but what to think about. Therefore, the media set
what comes to your mind and what doesn’t. I would
think that by getting you to think about something,
the media help you make up your mind.
What they choose to relay to you will affect how
you perceive that information and what others do
with it. You often hear of government officials succumbing to the pressures of the press. A leak by a
news station could mean the difference between a

The media need to stop
when they get information
and think about how it
will affect people ...
arrested the Unabomber before
they were ready. How is this smart
when it comes to cases that
affect the safety of many people? Maybe the FBI were
waiting for more substantial
evidence
that
would ensure the
prosecution of the
l’ilabomber. If
the media are
going
to
leak
all
the
information
that
is
presented
to
them,
without
a
thought
to
how it affects
the people, then
how
are
they
doing the public

any good?
Half this world probably would not have known
about kidnappings, such as Polly Klaas, or the
Menendez murders. With the media choosing these
terrible crimes as newsworthy topics, we soon
became "experts" on the cases.
We do need to be informed, and without the
media, we probably would know nothing, but I think
that the media needs to find a focus of the news that
is informative and helpful to everyone. Playing out
such news stories to an extreme extent distorts final
decisions.
How can people like Theodore Kaczynski, Richard
Allan Davis, or the Menendez brothers get a fair trial
anywhere in the United States? After all the media
play, I believe that it is not possible. Even if the evidence were so blatantly against them, they deserve
the fair trial that this nation promises to all.
The media are so caught up in getting the scoop
on their competitors that they do not stop to think of
their impact and any possible outcomes. I would
think that the main reason the news exists is to
inform, not compete. It is a public service.
I realize that they are all businesses that must strive
to stay alive, but there is a fine line between informing and leaking information that is not necessary for
the public to hear. Business ethics have become so
loose that the sole purpose behind businesses have
long been forgotten.
The media need to stop when they get information and think about how it will affect people and
even the law. Getting the scoop is not always the best
thing. The way people live is affected by what is
reported and what is not. The media need to get
back on track and realize this before they do some
serious damage. It is too powerful of a tool to be
taken as lightly as it is. Some things are better off left
unheard.
[Julie Asbury is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Letters to the Editor
Beating victims
were not lucky
I am angered by the column "We
shouldn’t reward illegal acts" (April 9).
I can’t believe that anyone could view
the beating of the undocumented
immigrants as lucky." I don’t think
Boisvert actually saw the videotape with
the victims getting their faces bashed
in by batons. These people were beaten like animals by savages.
Boisvert then says that "illegal aliens"
will now have "high hopes of getting
caught and then beaten for 15 secs." so
they will be rewarded. When Rodney
King was beaten by police, how many
other black men followed his act and
drove drunk so they could get beaten
up? And if they did, there were no
videocameras to verify it, so how could
they possibly sue? So why would
Boisvert think other undocumented
Mexicans would do the same?
Maybe it’s because people like
Boisvert have this anti-immigration ideology that undocumented immigrants
come here for a free ride. They have
this ignorant belief that undocumented people come here to receive welfare and public assistance.
What Boisvert needs to realize is that
undocumented workers come to the
U.S. for better opportunities and to
reunite with loved ones. They come
here to work in degrading measures
with little pay, with the hope of returning home. They pick your oranges,
apples, lettuce, grapes and so on. They
don’t come here with the intention of
getting beat up so they can sue. They
come here to support their families
just like your forefathers did.
It is sad when there are people who
would think that "illegals" will now
want to get beaten just for money. I
hope that the victims of police brutality do receive all the money they can
because they deserve all of it and
more.
Tricia Flores
Journalism

Justice for all, not just
U.S. citizens

it i decision. Should I just skip class and
go and lead police officers on a high
speed chase in hopes that when I stop,
I can be beaten senseless? I’m sure that
someone will be around to videotape
the incident and then I’ll be rich.
YEAH RIGHT!!! If the incident in
Riverside had not been captured on
videotape, as 99 percent are not, would
anyone care? I think not.
Does Boisvert honestly think that
eves lighted up when viewing this
obscene incident? I cringed as I
observed it
on
the
evening
news. Did
her
own
eyes light
up as these
thoughts
entered
her mind?
It
seems
so. Maybe
she would
be willing
to take a
beating
like
this,
but
would not.
I find it
pathetic
that such
an
inhumane act
as
this
could be turned into another attack on
illegal immigrants. Just one more reason to put up a wall along the border.
Militarize. Keep them all out. Some
other illegal immigrant might be lucky
enough to be caught by racist cops and
beaten with a baton. Then he’ll be
rich. We can’t let that happen, now can
we?
This is a shame, such an idiotic opinion being published. I guess we are all
guaranteed freedom of speech, not
necessarily freedom of intelligent
speech. We must remember that our
pledge to this nation ends liberty and
justice for all," not liberty and justice
for all law abiding citizens of the
United States only.
Steven Bailer
Economics

As I read the opinion of Lindy
Boisvert (We shouldn’t reward ilbwal acts,
Aprrl 9), I became overwrought with

I am responding both to Lindy
Boisvert’s column (lite Shank/al Reward
Illegal :Iris, April 9) and a letter to the
editor printed that same day titled
"Police behavior was intolerable." I am
glad they were printed one
tinder the other, as it was very
interesting for me to compare
the
view
points
of
two knowledgeable
students.
Most of us
are aware of
this
latest
issue revolving around
"police brutality," as we
call
it.
However, I
have
to
question, is
it right to
punish one
side and not
another?
From what I
understand,
the police
battered these people badly, and I am
in no way in favor of violence being
committed by the policemen who are
there to serve and protect us. They
should be appropnately punished.
However, it is wrong and immoral to
place these illegal immigrants on a
pedestal while all the while pitying
them for their hardships.
As the deadline for paying taxes
approaches, I wish to remind everyone
who is pitying these poor people that
many of these illegal immigrants are
NOT PAYING ANY TAXES THIS
APRIL! Sad but true, many of them are
living off of our welfare system and
reaping the benefits of this beautiful
country of freedom, without paying
their fair share. I don’t know about
other Daily readers, but this concept
angers me.
And has anyone given any thought
to the fact that these illegal immigrants
endangered lives while committing the
illegal act of fleeing from police of11-
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cers% The speed limit HAS been raised
to 65 mph, but weaving in and out of
traffic at 100 mph is something I consider more than slightly dangerous.
I’m glad I was fortunate enough not to
be changing lanes on that freeway that
day, as I could have easily gotten in the
way of these law breakers and been
injured or killed.
As Boisvert says, it is wrong to
reward illegal behavior. Too true, only
in the diverse country of the good or
USA can illegal immigrants break the
law, endanger the lives of others, and
make money off of it, all the while
gaining the sympathy of the people.
Again, I am not in favor of violent
beatings by police, but I am also not in
favor of my tax dollars supporting illegal immigrants who, in this instance
anyway, can break the law and get
payed for doing it.
Laura Redman
English

Alien not necessarily
extraterrestrial
Allow me to disabuse Monica
Gomez’s argument in "Undocumented
people aren’t aliens" (April 11).
Spread out in front of me are three
reasonably decent dictionaries. The
Living Webster, Webster’s Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary and Webster’s
New World Dictionary (recommended
for journalism students)
none of
which cites alien as a "creature from
outer space; an extraterrestrial" as the
primary definition. Indeed, the first
two dictionaries I mentioned don’t list
the outer space definition at all, which
goes to show that if you’re looking
hard enough for offense, ballast is
always available somewhere.
Secondly, I am a Canadian, and just
like Mexicans, Irish and Chinese who
applied for and waited out the residency process, I was rewarded with
Resident Alien status or a "green card."
Believe it or not, I don’t feel one iota
like an extraterrestrial, even on my bad
days though some may wish to dispute it.
Finally, documented but "alienated,"
I remain, every bit, a person.
Donna Carmichael
Journalism
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Flight
from
right
while families flew
Sunday in San Francisco,
kites in Golden Gate Park, boaters sailed in
who have jobs
people
and
the scenic bay
spent the money they work so hard for, the hate
mongers took to the streets again.
It was the same old people, the same tired
speeches, the same anti-American crowd the
1960’s wannabes at yet another failing display of
activism so
cleverly
donned the
KEN
the
"Fight
Right"
MCNEILL
march.
The event
sponwas
sored by the
National
Organization for Women, a group which could
more aptly be called the "National Organization
for Liberal, Lesbian Women,’ because it represents
neither true feminism nor the beliefs of mainstream women. NOW’s defense of Anita Hill and
silence in the case of Paula Jones comes to mind.
In the weeks prior to the march, organizers and
supporters painted it as a huge coalition of people
from across the country gathering in support of
affirmative action, women’s right to choose abortion and gay rights. They anticipated more than
100,000 people.
What they got was about 13,000 people and the
usual bottom -feeders addressing the cameras
(oops, I mean the crowd), speaking in generalities
and spouting their own brand of hate against anyone who might disagree with their views.
Jesse
like
People
Jackson, a man of the rib.,
"cloth" (his just hap- pc 1
pens to be cashmere)
who has made his living
off of other people’s
misery and would stick
his nose in any liberal
cause if it meant he
could get hais picture in
the paper nd a few
more donations to his
Rainbow airolG,ntiaoC
Steinem, a
woman who has long
outlived her usefulness,
was there desperately
clinging to a time when she may have been relevant to the feminist cause. "The extremist ultraright wing has taken control of one of the two
major centrist political parties. They are racist; they
they are homophobic," she told the

These peososter
the same

hate and
racism they
so openly
oppose.

crowd.

If this is true, then she failed to mention that
racist, bigoted, sexist, Christian-phobes have taken
over the other two parties.
Actor Danny Glover, the obviously oppressed
actor who has made millions in the American
movie industry, helped lead the charge. I have a
theory on why actors take up these types of causes.
Here, you have individuals who have earned a ton
of money living in a fantasy world and feeling guilty
about it, especially if they are a member of a minority group. ’Maybe they feel they don’t deserve it
They make their fortunes pretending to be someone they are not. After a while, they want to be
known for something they do themselves. They
want to be taken seriously. Therefore, when the
actor and his money are invited to join a cause as
"right" as this, they gladly hold the banner. "See,
I’m a real person too."
The fight against the California Civil Rights
Initiative was the main issue of the day; the CCRI
which, when passed by the voters of California, will
stop the unAmerican activity of affirmative action.
No longer will individuals be given such things as
jobs and scholarships based on the color of their
skin (sounds vaguely similar to the Civil Rights
Act). No, now people would be selected on merit
(sounds vaguely similar to the argument for the
Civil Rights Act).
What I didn’t see at the rally, at least in the 15second television news clips the media deemed
appropriate coverage, were people in support of
families, people without hate or people who even
liked the United States. One person who attended
the event said "...just add torches and the whole
thing would have looked like Nuremberg,
Germany in the 1930s."
These people foster the same hate and racism
they so openly oppose. They are hypocrites. They
see American nationalism as something evil. The
light of truth hurts their eyes and they scurry about
the floor shouting, "Racist! Homophobe! Sexist!"
From their perspective, the worst thing one could
be is an American who loves God, his country and
has a black and white view on morality.
The march was a joke and a failure.
Ken McNeil it a Spartan Daily Columnist.
His column appears every Trunday.
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Funnyrnan Forbes and the Anne who would be queen
Taxing humor: Forbes does SNL

Today
Ballroom Dance Chib
Beginning salsa lesson, open
dancing. 7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
Event Center, Aerobics room.
Call 924-SPIN.
Building Social Support
General therapy group.
12:30p.m.-2p.m. Administration Bldg., cm 201.
Gall 924-5910.
Buhver-Lytton English Club
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 3p.rn-4p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.
Career Center
International Network Serv.
employment presentation.
12:30p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 924-6033.

A.S. Board of Directors
Meeting, with budget deliberations. 3p.m. Student
union, A.S. Council
Chambers. Call 924-6240.
Buhver-Lytton English Club
Meeting with entertainment
and refreshments. 12:30p.m.
Faculty, Offices, mi. 104.
Call 436-7471.
Cal-Pro-Net
Satellite Teleconference, for
child nutrition prog-rarns.
p.m -Spin. Central Classroom
Bldg., rm. 115. Call 924-2854.
C.ampus Democrats
Meeting. 4p.m. Student
Union,l’slontalvo Ml.
Call 364-1243.
Career Center
Co-op orientation. 1230p.m.
Student Union, Almaden rm.
Call 924-6033.

Career Center
S3, Inc. employment presents.m. Student Union,
Almaden Ran. Call 924-6033.

Career Center
"How to Write a Resume."
lp.m. Student Union,
Costanoan on. Call 924-6033.

Ministry
Catholic Campus
L
Mass. Noon. ohn XXII
Center, 195 . San Fernando
St. Call 938-1610.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 12iiiion.lohn XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando St Call 938-1610.

Cireulo IFIZAnico
(Spam
)
Meeting, tutoring, conversations. 2p.m.-3p.m. Student
Union,Council Chambers.
Call 7328024.

College Republicans
Meeting discussing the Dole
campaign. lp.m. Student
Union, Montalvo rm.
Call 924-8488.

of Nutrition
Science
& oorrcrScai
p
Bioelectrical Impedance
for stuAnalysis tearing
. Noondents, faculty,
2p.m. Gentra/ Classroom
Bldg., rm. 103.Call 924-3110.
ESP (903)
St& meeting. 5:30p.m. Hugh
Gillis Hall, rm. 118.
Call 924-4547.
Lar Donations and
Sales Onit
Book Sale. 10 a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlguist Library, rm. 408
and srit Library, lobby.
Call 9’242705.
’Westin* 811.osin Ryu
swam CIS& "
14terkout. 4p.m.-5p.m. Spartan
Complex West, rm. 202..
Call 924.8759.

Concert Choir
Choir needs tenors and altos.
Apply 9a.m.-10:30a.m.
Music Bldg., Choral Activities
office. CaU 924-4332.
t of Nutrition
Sc operrtotlecnience
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing.-3:15p.m.4:45p.m. Central Classroom
Bldg., rm. 103. Call 924-3110. .
*sum and Stpriegy Club
*Magic/RFC Gaming? 5p.m .10p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan nn. Call 924-7097.
=loaded’ and
Book sale (donations
Tialtoine). lOtt-m--2P111.Wahiquist Library, rm. 408
and auk library, lobby.
’ Call 924-2705.

NEW YORK (AP) - If you always ,ki,pected there was something funny about Steve
Forbes’ flat tax plan, there was proof Saturday
night - live from New York.
The publisher and former presidential candidate was host of NBC’s "Saturday Night
Live" just in time to remind viewers of
Monday’s tax filing deadline.
"What could we have done to make paying
your taxes easier?" Forbes asked rhetorically.
Forbes’ ever-present grin, which endured
even when he dropped $30 million in a losing
-campaign, came in handy. The show mocked
not oilly his tax simplification proposal, but
also his wealth and haircut.
Ted
Koppel
impersonator
Darrell
Hammond fingered him as the probable
author of an anonymous campaign memoir
in which the millionaire candidate, the fictitious Teve Tarbes, was a "babe magnet" shades of the best-selling book that is a thinly
disguised tale of the Clinton campaign,
"Primary Colors."
The late-night TV show often looks outside
show business for guests, who have included
then-New York Mayor Ed Koch in 1983, and
George McGovern and Jesse Jackson in 1984.
Overnight Nielsen ratings, which look at
viewership in the nation’s 33 largest cities,
show that Forbes’ "SNL" show outpulled the
premiere of Roseanne’s sketch comedy series,
"Saturday Night Special." "SNL" earned a 6.5
rating, 17 share; "Saturday Night Special," on
the Fox network, got a 5.2 rating, 11 share.
NBC’s performance was in line with its season-to-date
average,
while
Roseanne
improved Fox’s ratings for the time period by
8 percent and a full share point.
A single rating point equals 531,000 TV

Grateful
Most of Jerry Garcia’s ashes
strewn into the S.F. Bay
SAN FRANCISCO )AP( Most of the remains of Grateful
Dead founder Jerry Garcia were
strewn on the waters of the
Golden Gate Monday by the guitarist’s family and friends.
A small portion of Garcia’s

homes, or 1 percent of the estimated 53.1 million big-city households estimated by Nielsen
Media Research, Share is the percentage of
sets in use that are tuned to a show in its tune
period. Figures for the entire nation Wtall’t be
.1% ailable until Thursday, network officials

who’s in hot water noWf
The Los Angeles fakers basketball star WAS
ejected for bumping a referee after he was
whistled It,, a Let hnical foul in the second
quarter 01 the takers’ 1114-114 victory over the
Phoenix Suns on Sunday. Afterward, Johnsoil
acluiowledged he will probabk be suspended.
1 have to accept the responsibility for what
I did," he said.
The incident was out of character for the
36-year-old team leader who chided forward
Cedric Ceballos last month for leaving the
team without permission, and guard Nick Van
Exel last week for a similar referee -bumping
incident.
"I want to be the best example for this
team," Johnson said. "I harp on the other
players all the time for what they do wrong,
and now 1 do this. I just hope they still hear
my voice."

Female stars in recipe for success
NEW YORK (AP) - Take a star from
"Melrose Place" - Heather Locklear, for
example - add an ordinary TV movie script
portraying the comeback of a victimized
woman, and there’s a deal to be made.
With little to distinguish one movie from
the next, TV producers say the only winning
ticket is to feature a hot female star from one
of television’s hottest shows.
"You can attach any of the gals from
"Beverly Hills 90210" or "Melrose Place" to a
blank piece of payer, and you’ll wind up with
a network deal, a producer who asked to
remain anonymous says in the April 20 "TV
Guide."
Thus, viewers have already witnessed such
made-for-TV classics as Tori Spelling’s "Co-ed
Call Girl" and Tiffani-Amber Thiessen’s "She
Fought Alone."
Locklear is commanding $500,000 per TV
movie. Spelling of "90210," and her former
castmate Shatinen Doherty are right behind,
in the $400,000 I :mgr. Other actresses on the
two hot shows ear it about $250,000 for a starring role.

Princess Anne picked by Brits
e the least popular
LONDON t Al’) of Queen Elizabeth ll’s four children,
Princess Anne is now the royal more Britons
would like to see as their monarch.
Those questioned in a new poll chose Anne
- eighth in line to the throne - from a list
of heirs and public figures.
She polled 33 percent with heir-apparent
Charles second, backed by 26 percent of
respondents in the Mori poll, commissioned
by. Independent Television.
Only 47 percent thought Charles would
make a good king, compared to 82 percent in
a 1991 poll. His reputation has suffered following his 1992 separation from Princess
Diana, and subsequent confession of adultery.
Their son Prince William, after Charles in
the succession, came in third place.

Magic ignores his own advice
LOS ANGELES (AF) - When his teammates got into trouble this season. Magic
Johnson was outspoken in his criticism. Guess

ashes were deposited in India’s
Ganges River on April 4 by
Garcia’s widow, Deborah Koons
carcia, and band member Bob
1Veir, said bank spokesman
Dennis McNally.
Attending
the
ceremony
aboard a private boat were
Garcia’s widow, band member
Phil Lesh and his wife Jill, Weir
and his friend, Natasha Tvluenter.
Weir read a poem by band member Mickey Hart, who could not
attend.
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Associated Students has 3 branches of government:

Seminar Series
glven’bv Dr. Gunilla
of CalThdi, and
Freedman of SJSU.
1:45a.m.-1t4fm,rn.,_Damn
, rm. 615. GA 924-5200.

Executive Branch:
A.S. President, VicePresident, and Controller
Legislative Branch:
AS. Board of Director,
consisting of 13 student,
Judicial Branch:
A.S. Judiciary consisting ol
4 Student Justices and 2
Faculty Justices

Advisory Progress
ltuldovitit talk by
Burnett.Student
taoN Union,
tin. Call 924-5950.
Advdory Frogram
advkain
t Union,
Ca11924,5950.

STUDENT JUSTICES
FOR 96/97 WANTED

of

Be part of the "Checks and Balances" in A. S.
Practice your critical thinking and communication skills.
Gain valuable experience working with students & faculty!

WE’LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you’re stuck with a student loan that’s not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we’ll reduce your debt-up
to $55,000. Payment is either V3 of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service.
whichever is greater.

CKLCALVI
GUE.D EISN--N
YSL
FENN

You’ll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

l’ick up an application in the Associated Students government
office on the second floor of the Student Union, Room 360.
Completed applications are due back April 19th.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

For more information call
Julie Brown,
Director of Personnel,
at 924-6415 or
Denise Cully,
Iti.tice, at 924-b230

http://www.goarmy.com

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

CAREER OPP!

Santa Clara University

The time is RIGHT! The time is NOW!
The LARD will be in the San Jose AREA
What?
seminars and the Written Tst the first step ,n the process
offtrIng cartyr

to be an LAPD officer.

Why?

6NSUMMER

The

LAPD will be hiring

1,100

If you are looking for a great

new officers in 1996
"nth opportunity

consider a mows to LA’s PD.
SATURDAY APRIL 20, 1996

Paris
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Madrid
Sao Paulo

$329*
$265*
$295*
$389*
$415*

IMMETravel
394 University Ave., Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Courses offered by more than 20 departments
Small interactive classes
Reasonable tuition just $135 per quarter unit (most classes are 4-5 units)
Open registration, no application necessary, easy transfer of most units
Study abroad programs in Italy. England, and Mexico

Get the academic quality ofa Jesuit university
3-, 5-, or 10-week sessions beginning June 17
Call now

for a catalog or for more information 408-554-4833
ore-mail: scustininierCa)scu.edu

SAN JOSE SATE USIA S’OPEN, UNION Lorn. PrIefik Room
Part Ind AnNanco al 70t Str.t nd SIM Sa!reao. rev 17 00

Police officer Written Test* - 8:00 am and 1: 1 S pm
Career Seminar - 11:30 am
Searing

1,mtted

Written

test takes

approximately 1 1/2 hours to complete

POLICE OFFICER STARTING SALARYS35 500

EXCELLENT BENEFRS
.

547 000
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS.

lonely of assIgnments
all pay goring Academy traoning

pop,
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US Hiatt

School DOIONSGED
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family and
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mid dents, benefits
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WOMEN AND MINORITIES ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.
AA/EEO
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(800) 421-9555

-

-
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San Jose State Univeraty

Tuesday, Aprd 16. 1996

Video: Event shines light on racism
From page I
Afric.lo-Amrrican, Ashui-Ameliv.01 mid Latino men
openly talked about the bigotn they have felt toward
the othei minority races dunng their lives.
"(Asians) are the model minority," Victor said.
"White people say ’Why.
can’t You people be more
like those people-r
The Japanese inembei of
the panel talked about the
hatred his family felt toward
African-Aniericans after his
mother was killed by a
Africaii-American man. He
said he alwass wanted to tell
his father to "remember
what happened to us," as a
result of irrational racial
hatred his famils faced in
America.
"kThe seminar) made me feel like 1 should be
proud of who I am," Japanese-American .uul SJSU student Machi Goto said. "Because of no accent I have
sometimes been afraid to speak in public, this will
help me feel good about myself."
Besides viewing the video, the 500 people who
attended the event were asked to participate in a
series of exercises. The video’s producer. Lee Mun
Wah, said he hoped the exercises would open the dialogue necessary to achieve a level of racial harmony.

66

Lac I, audience member Was asked to p.m up with
someone very different than themselves, either ethnic alls or in gender. The pairs were asked to examine
the facial features of their partners and think about
what that person’s hair, eyes, nose and mouth said
about their ethnicity and the
stereotypes of their race.
The pairs were also asked to
discuss the ways the different
aspects of this seminar affected them. This pairing exercise was an attempt to make
Machi Gobo people of different backSOU student grounds become slightly
more multicultural, Lee said.
Another of the activities
conducted by Lee and his
associates was asking the
audience
to
stand
in
response to a series of questions about the state of
racism and racial stereotypes in this country. This
exercise further demonstrated the overwhelming
effects racism has had on every minority member in
America, often causing them to be ashamed of who
they truly are.
In the video, each man emotionally and candidly
spoke of the scars racism has left on their lives and the
ways bigotry has slanted their views of each of the
other races represented on the panel. Most of the
video focused on the inequality in this country
between whites and all non-white races.

SJSU Master’s candidate
Yvonne Castillo Rios discusses
racism with Rosina Linz, director of SJSU’s Employee
Assistance Program, after viewing the movie "The Color of
Fear" in Morris Dailey Auditorium
on Monday. it was good to hear
the hurt and anger," Rios said of
the movie. "Once it’s all laid out,
then you’re able to work with it."

(The seminar) made me feel
like I should be proud of who I am.
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Cooper
From page 1
the fights first broke out about 1:40 a.m.
Johnson said he watched one fight start with a couple of pushes between two guys and their friends,
then explode into a 25-member brawl in a matter of
seconds.
At this point, according to security and other club
patrons, several other fights broke out.
Johnson said he could see Cooper off to the side of
him. "I saw Cooper standini with his hands down in a
corner when he just got hit, he said.
Johnson said Cooper fell to the ground, where he
lay unconscious. He said
Cooper was stomped on
seven or eight times before
a man Johnson did not
know carried Cooper outside and laid him down on
the sidewalk.
Johnson, a U.S. Army
combat lifesaver, followed
them outside. At this point,
he said, Cooper was unconscious and his vital signs
were weak.
"His pants had been
pulled to his ankles, and
there was blood around his
mouth," Johnson said.
A second unidentified man also stopped to see if
Cooper was OK.
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Used Levi’s Sale
3 DAYS ONLY
April 16-18

The largest selection of recycled jeans you’ve ever seen

Tues-Thurs

10am-9pm

112 El Paseo De San Antonio (Near the Post Office)
San Jose
$9.99 and up
’Hurry for best selection
All Jeans commercially cleaned
()Hering used lxvi’s iticl jackets tt a fraction of their original price.
Hurry (Or best selection...
at these prices, they’ll sell fast!
Limited time oiler.
ALSO BUYING USED LEVI’S
501’S
WE WILL PAY UP TO 20 FOR
AND UP TO $ 2,000 FOR
VINTAGE ( PRE -1950’S) LEVI’S

Lvers

BRING

mis Al)

FOR S 2.00 OFF A FLANNEL

SHIRT

(

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

EXPRESS STORE
BIGGER
SELECTION!!

Galvin, a Spartan Daily supervising editor, paged to
tell him that a friend of theirs, Chris Taylor, a security
guard for Executive Entertainment, had called her at
home with the news.
Johnson said he was distraught about the situation,
especially when he thought Cooper could have lived
had police listened to him sooner.
Johnson contemplated whether he should go to
the police and file a report, for fear of the repercussions it could have on a possible career in law
enforcement.
But on Friday, Johnson decided to call SJPD Det.
Sgt. Donald Moore and told
him he wanted to talk to
him about what happened
the night Cooper died. They
scheduled an appointment,
and on Wednesday. Feb. 28,
Moore visited Johnson at his
apartment. Damon Skillern,
a friend of Johnson’s and a
member of Oasis security
who was working that night,
Cordell Johnson was also there.
Oasis patron
Johnson and Skillern said
the three of them spoke for
about a half hour.
"(Moore) was real cool; he
was 100 percent for what we were saying when he
interviewed us," Skillern said. "He even told us that
there are cops on the force who don’t like him
because he’s been outspoken about the department
before. He said ’We have some bad cops on the force
and I know who they are.’"
Johnson said Moore thanked him for coming forward, because none of the officers working that night
had wrote about him in their reports.
"After! talked to Moore I felt real good," Johnson
said. "Moore said someone was going to lose theirjob
for this."

I only want the truth to come
out. There’s a difference between
death and wrongful death. Cooper
shouldn’t have died.

The cry for help
Johnson said one of the men told him to call 911.
Johnson left Cooper with the two other patrons and
ran to the front of the club to ask the seven or eight
officers there for help. Johnson said he told the officers that there was a man that was hurt, and for them
to call an ambulance.
"I told the officers, ’This guy is really hurt; he
needs the paramedics,’ "Johnson said. "One officer
asked me if he was breathing; I said he was. He said,
’If he is breathing, he will be OK.’"
Johnson said he then tried to plead with the officers to get them to help, but they were reluctant.
After about 10 minutes of arguing with them, he said
he finally persuaded one officer logo back and look
at Cooper.
Johnson said that when they turned the corner to
walk toward the door Cooper was near, they saw a sixfoot, six-inch, 300-pound man jumping up and down
on Cooper’s chest and head.
When the officer got to the man stomping on
Cooper, the officer just pushed him aside with his
baton and told him to get lost, Johnson said.
Johnson said he wonders why the officer did not
detain the individual whom they had seen hurting
Cooper. He said the ambulance arrived within about
20 minutes, and added that, "I believe Cooper could
have lived from what happened inside the club. It’s
what happened outside the club (that killed him)."

The next day
Johnson said he did not find out about the death
until 10 a.m. on Friday, when his fiancee, Julie

No investigation
When Moore was first interviewed by the Spartan
Daily, he said no one told the officers in front of the
Oasis that Cooper was lying outside a side entrance.
But after a second phone call with Moore, when he
was asked about visiting Johnson and Skillern, Moore
said Johnson did tell the police in front but that
Johnson was confused and didn’t understand that
"there were other things going on."
Moore said the off-duty police were just being cautious, and that no investigation into their actions is
under way. ’You don’t run into a situation; there was
a lot going on at that time," he said. He called
Johnson a Johnny come lately who didn’t know what
he was talking about."
But Johnson and Skillern say they’re shocked that
Moore is now discrediting their testimony.
"He seemed concerned," Skillern said. "He played
a good acting role."
Johnson said he plans to file a complaint this week
with Internal Affairs against the SJPD.
"I only want the truth to come out, Johnson said.
"There’s a difference between death and wrongful
death. Cooper shouldn’t have died."

TUTORS NEEDED

The Best Things
In Life are Still
Damn’ Near
Free!

COME AND SEE OUR
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NEW "JELLYBELLY"
ITEMS!

For students from
kindergarten to
high school
. Flexible hours
. Part-time position
. Transportation required
.Available immediately

Scholarships!

COME AND SAMPLE!
TRY NEW COOL AND EXOTIC FLAVORS LIKE
"WILDBERRY", "CINNAMON DANISH",
"A & W ROOTBEER", "ORANGE SHERBET",
"CHOCOLATE PUDDING", AND "CANTALOUPE"
PLUS MANY, MANY MORE!!

Awarded by
/

UNIITRSITI
of

NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

call 408 978-7574

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for Foundation
Scholarships for transfer students seeking admission in the
Fall semester beginning on August 19, 1996. Programs:
II Engineering / Biomedical Engineering
II Communication Developement and Disorders
III Languages

FIND OUR WHAT’S INSIDE OF A
PREHISTORIC EDIBLE DINOSAUR EGG!!

TAKE A BREATHER

DEADLINE: JULY 15, 1996

ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS

16,300 per year
Renewable each year
GE completion not required
Simple Application Process

COME TODAY!! CLIP THE ATTACHED
VALUABLE COUPON FOR SAVINGS ON
JELLY BELLIES TODAY!!

If you are healthy, non-smokirtg
and between the ages 12-65, you
may qualify to participate in a
research study using an

For a scholarship application and Free Catalog call:

UNC Foundation at 1-800-600-2UNC
or mail the following to:
UNC Foundation, University of Northern California
101 South San Antonio Road, Petaluma, CA 94952

Jelly Bellies!!
VALID AT EXPRESS STORE
L

GOOD 4/15/96 - 4/20/96 (expires 4/21/96)

APT

STREET NAME AND ADDRESS NUMBER
CITY

STATE

investigational asthma or allergy
medication. You will receive
financial compensation for
your time and effort. Qualified
participants could earn up to
$800.

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

Candy

$8 to $10
45 min session
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TRY OUR EXCITING NEW "SOUR LEMON SHARKS"!!
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Taylor
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

Mandarin & Schechuan
Box Lunches To Go

South Bay’s Irgest

t W 113 1st

131 E. Jackson Street

Used Bookstore
Win& books,
Compact Discs & Videos

\V

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00 pm

’Desktop Publishing ’Computer Rentals
Passport Photos ’Color Laser Printer(IBM)
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Cheap Prices

413 East Santa Clara Street

’Phone: (198) 296-6600
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FREE Sandwich
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Survivor: Speaker says attacks on affirmative action signs of fascism
rOit, page I
sonal triumph when she was mistaken as a toil -Jew and given a
pre( e of looted chocolate by a
German soldier in the street. That
reeling was short lived as all Jews in
Southern Germany were deported
on October 2’2, 1940, she said.
"1 he Gestapo came at 7 a.m. and
said ’We are taking von away and
von can take whale% er soil can
carry.’" she said. She was Ii years
old then.

She said her Lundy was lut ki
because they iskI e sent to
Southern France, is he, e the fascist
government was o, p(
but not
AS anti-semitic and cr net as the
Nazis. But the fear of the Nazis
totting and the conditions of living in mud and little food took
then toll. she said. "I’m trying to
give sou a sense of this absolute
doom and a sense of being
trapped "
L’olike most, her family survived

and got out of France. 1 can’t tell
you. I can’t stress enough how fortunate my family was," she said.
I hey ended up in the Dominican
Republic. She said she has fond
memories of her time there. It
was my first experience with feel.
tug free."
Gilbert went bat Is in 1990 for
the 50th at in
s 1 the first
Jews to settle there. as part of her
coming to grips with the memory.
She then passed out pictures of the

concentration camp and discusstint began.
Gilbert urged the group to fight
anti-semitism and bigotry. "Force
vomself to speak up," she said.
Gilbet t said she sees the "winds of
fascism" on the rise again, with
attacks on affirmative action, for
example.
"It’s a little step, then another little step" she said of the affirmative
action back stepping taking place
today. "There are things with the

radical right and not So I Atli(
!don’t think they know where they
are going with all of this," she said.
Even her Jewish friends have toe
gotten the past she said. 1 hat is
why she came to speak at SIM’
lit addition to Gilberes talk, earlier events included a showing of
the movie "The Wave" (a true story
of an experiment in a high sdioul
in Palo Alto that showed the possibility of the rise of fascism) and a
slide show of concentration camps
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Militias honor
tenuous truce

liAlAdry iii livie for:
\

kl-1114111.

Philip Rogers, a t wirier science major, said he agreed with
Gilbert’s stance on the (at k of
improying rate relations in
America. "1.1’e should just put our
positive energy into lighting the
problems that fate us," he said.
Not just express negative emotions."
"(The Holt it aust) could easils.
happen again," said Carol Burns, a
child development major.

Liberian
standoff
continues

11=1,--ye-prziiciri aid
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M)NK( 0, IA. Ltheria (Al’)
With rebel tiiilitlas honoring a tenuous truce, Liberian leaders turned
their focus today to a standoff
between rival militias at a military
barracks.
U.S. military aircraft have evacuated about 50)) Americans and
more than 1,100 other foreigners
since violence conylilsed the capital
nine days ago. But with only an estimated 50 Americans remaining in
Monrovia, the hill-scale evacuatii m
operation ended Sunday.
Sporadic sniper fire rang out in
downtown
Mono wia
Monday
and
Asa
young
thugs
raced through
government,
the streets in
stolen vehicles, we are not
brandishing
AK-47 assault going to
rifles, grenades
and machetes negotiate
and usiking for
thesc
looting oppor- with
tunities.
But
they no longer
appeared to be
(larks Taylor
menacing civilmilitia leader
ians now that
most
shops
have been looted.
The Egyptian Liiub,tosy was rat I sacked overnight and a 17-year-old
Egyptian girl was abducted, a
spokesman for militia leader
Charles Taylor said.
Taylor and his allies have agreed
to stop shelling the military barracks m Monrovia, where a rival
warlord, Roosevelt .1.4i useen. has
been hi riding hundreds of hostages
for more than a week.
But they have refused to negotiate with Johnson over the release of
the captives, including 22 West
African peacekeepers and some 50
Lebanese civilians.
"As a government. we are not
going to negotiate with these ti
rorists," Taylor, who is also a member of Liberia’s ruling et mncil, said
at his residence in the hymen
Moroccan Embassy in a Monrovia
suburb.
peacekeeping
West
African
trim ills were deploying around the
barracks, Taylor said today, and he
urgedlohnson to turn himself in «
the 1..S. Embassy or the United
Nations.
Taylor, who touched off the
it run try’s civil war with a power
grab in 1989, has agreed to maintain his cease-fire only if Johnson
surrenders.
A government wat rant for
dm it
arrest on
murder
charges umched off the latest
round of fighting in Liberia’s nearly 7-year civil war.
The battles have left 60,000
Monrovians homeless and hungry.
No one knows him nni,lnwpeople
have been killed, but dozens of
decaying Niches have been seen im
the streets.

Save $400 on a new Pontiac Sunfire

(actually, any new Pontiac) if you just graduated or are about to graduate.*
Call 1-800-643-6733 for more information.

66

99

Fold-down rear seats - g
means you can go
places and take lots of
stuff with ya
100,000-mile spark plugs’
- were talking a longterm relationship here
5-speed transmission and
tubular rear axle with
spring-over shock sport
suspension and progressive
ride tuning - is this a real
set of wheels or what?

Your choice of a greatlooking coupe (shown),
sporty four-door
sedan (not shown) or
a hot, new convertible
(hey, we told ya this -t)
was a cool car)

Single-key locking - one key
locks & unlocks doors, trunk
and all the fun of Sunfire
High-revving, 120-horsepower, fuel-injected
engine (hey, this car’s for
driving, not just looking at)

Dual air bags and antilock brakes - two things
you don’t need until you
really need ’em (and
always wear those safety
belts, even with air bags)

AM/FM stereo radio standard? heck yeah! k)
(what’s driving without
a little driving music?)
A HUGE glove box - some
glove boxes are merely
mouse-sized; this one holds
a whole laptop computer

PASSLock theft-deterrent
system - means you
might save some $$$ on
insurance (!!!)

PONTIAC CARES - call
an 800 number, get free
Roadside Assistance - for
flat tires, dead battery, even
if you run out of gas or
lock yourself out (Pontiac"
wants to see you and your
Sun fire out driving)

Daytime running lamps in
’96 - they’re a safety
feature, but hey, they look
good too

Oh, Courtesy Transportation
- that’s part of PONTIAC
CARES too (see? we really
do core)

Clearcoat paint - paint
you can’t see keeps the
paint you can see looking
good (see?)

Available remote keyless
entry - press a button,
doors unlock; its like
having a third hand when
your other two are full

Russia begins
Chechnya
withdrawal
(.R( tZNN; Russia (AP)
A regiment of KIASSIAT1 troops reportedly
pulled wit of Chechnya today in
the first stage of a phased withdi awal of Russian troops from the
breakaway republic.
The move is in keeping with a
peace plan pfleigesed last month by
President Boris Yeltsin, who is seeknig re-election in June and is under
pressure to resolve the war itt
Chet hnya, which has claimed
31),(101)
Gen. Vyacheslav rikhominw,
forces in
head of Russian
(lhechttya, announced Smiday that
a first stage of withdrawal would
take place over the next six weeks,
the YEAR-lass news agony said.

YPONTIAC

SUNFIRE
WE ARE DRIVING EXCITEMENT.

Driving excitement for around $13,200:
From n hvo or to,,, yens rollers. Must Imam.. through (,MA( Offer u,ibr.t to change See your partarpnong dealer Mr guahlhohnu
dosed on normal marnhamnre See Owner’s Manuel 50 00,50,00, C1996 GM Corp AN rash’s reserved
** St/h0MSRP onsludng dealer prep and deSelMNSOn charge ratc bream cad other tgarnont equannera extra Prrcel hophrn on CA MA nod NY Prose ds of 4/7/96, (051901 10 champ

Call 1-800-643-6733,
oi check out out site on the World Wide Web
at http://wwwpontiac.com.
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Magic suspended for bumping referee in game
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)
Magic Johnson, who
recently criticized teammates for irresponsible behavior, was suspended for three games and fined $10,000
Monday for bumping a referee in the Los Angeles
Lakers’ game a day earlier.
Johnson will sit out games at Dallas tonight, at San
Antonio on Thursday night and at home against
Minnesota on Saturday night. He will be eligible to
play again in the regular-season finale at Portland on
Sunday night.
"I accept the league’s fine and suspension and I
want all the fans, the media, and everyone associated
with the Lakers to know that my actions were unprofessional and wrong," Johnson said in a statement
issued by the Lakers before he left for Dallas with the
team.
"I apologize to Scott Foster, to all the NBA referees,

and to the league and I hope they know, as I do, that
the incident was accidental and that I respect them in
their professionalism in what is a very difficult job.
Hopefully, other players will learn not to even put
themselves in a position to make contact with a referee when arguing calls in the future.
"The important thing is for our players to learn
from these mistakes and for us as a team to put this
behind and get prepared for the playoffs."
Johnson’s agent, Lon Rosen, said Johnson "just
feels awful about the situation."
"Earyin called (NBA executive) Rod Thorn this
morning to apologize about the incident," Rosen
said. "He realizes he made a mistake and he’s paying
for it."
Jerry West, the Lakers executive vice president of
basketball operations, said as with the suspension of

1
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I accept the league’s fine and suspension and I want all the fans, the media,
and everyone associated with the Lakers to know that my actions were
unprofessional and wrong.
Magic Johnson
Los Angel., Laker. forward

Nick Van Exel last week, "We agree with the league’s
decision 100 percent."
"These incidents are regrettable and have been a
distraction from what I believe the fans really want to
see the basketball action on the court," West said.
"Our focus now is on getting our entire team back
together and getting ready for the playoffs."
Van Exel was suspended for the Lakers’ final seven
regular-season games and fined an NBA-record
$25,000 for bumping referee Ron Garretson onto a
scorer’s table with his left forearm in a game at
Denver last Tuesday night.
Johnson also got an automatic $1,000 fine for
being ejected his first ejection since Dec. 26, 1988
in Phoenix. He is was the third prominent player suspended recently for making contact with a referee.
The first was Chicago’s Dennis Rodman, who was
suspended for six games and fined $20,000 for headbutting Ted Bernhardt in a game last month. The second was Van Exel.
Johnson was harsh in his criticism of Van Exel, a

Athletics rally for five runs
Oakland hits .500 with win
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP)
Oakland scored five runs with two
outs in the seventh inning Monday
night, sending the Athletics to an
8-3 victory over Texas and handing
the Rangers their first home loss
this season.
The A’s broke open a 3-3 game
as seven straight batters reached
base, five on hits and two via walks.
Pedro Munoz ignited the rally with
an FtBI double off the top of the
left-center field wall. Jason Giambi
singled home Munoz and Mike
Bordick singled in two more runs,
all off Gil Heredia (0-1).
Terry Steinbach homered for
Oakland, which improved to 6-6
with the victory. The A’s are at .500
for the first time since last July 14.

Texas’ loss ended an eight-game
home winning streak dating to last
season. The Rangers were 6-0 this
year at The Ballpark in Arlington.
Mickey Tettleton hit his third
homer for the Rangers.
Mike Mohler (1-0) picked up
the win with 32-3 innings of relief.
After replacing Aaron Small
with one out in the sixth, he
walked the first two batters he
faced to load the bases. However,
he got out of the jam with consecutive pop outs.
Steve
Left-hander
Wojciechowski, called up from the
minors to start for Oakland, left
with two out in the second after he
was hit on the second finger of his
Darryl
by
hand
pitching
Hamilton’s line drive.
Texas started Darren Oliver,

who had been sidelined since last
June 26. Oliver had surgery Aug.
25 to repair his partially torn left
rotator cuff. Oliver gave up three
runs and six hits in 5 1-3 innings.
The A’s reached Oliver for a run
in the first on a walk to leadoff hitter Ernie Young and Berroa’s double.
Ivan Rodriguez put Texas ahead
2-1 in the bottom of the first with a
two-out, two-run single, but Oliver
couldn’t hold the lead.
Steinbach led off the second
with a 427-foot homer, his third
this season and 100th of his career.
Giambi then singled, Bordick doubled and Young walked again to
load the bases. Oakland went up 32 when Oliver hit Brent Gates.
Texas tied it 3-3 in the third on
Tetdeton’s solo homer.

factiohnson discussed Sunday.
"I’m harping on them and staying on them, and
then I come up and do something like this," Johnson
said. "I’m just hoping that my voice will still be heard
in the locker room."
Johnson also criticized teammate Cedric Ceballos,
who left the team for what he called personal reasons,
but was discovered on a water-skiing vacation in
Arizona.
Johnson said after Sunday’s game that if it had
been a veteran referee, things probably would have
been different.
But it was Foster, a 29-year-old second-year referee
on the job, not a veteran. He called no foul, and
Johnson protested. Foster quickly called a technical.
After the technical was called, there was contact
between the two, and it became another black mark
on player referee relations.
"I only said, ’He fouled me.’ It was accidental contact either way," Johnson said after the Lakers beat
the Suns without him, 118-114. "My intention was to

get his attention ’u, t aptani of thr team, he must talk
to me."
At the very least, some players say they’re not
shown enough respect. Vlade Divac, for one.
was next to (Johnson). I was surprised," the
takers center said. "They have to talk to those young
referees, to have espy, t tot the players."
While West was !light% tint al of Van Exel last week,
he called Johnson’s run-iti with Foster "inadvertent,"
a word used often in connection with the incident.
"We’ve had a lot of older officials leave our league,"
West said. "What happens is that you get a lot of
voting officials who are good officials, but they’re like
siiiug players. They need experience along the way."
One thing is certain being a basketball official is
an incredibly difficult job. Even the very best are open
to criticism for no other reason than the subjective
nature of the job.
"Probably because of Nick’s situation, (the officials)
are pulling the trigger a little faster now," Johnson
said. "Maybe they’re on edge, too."
Johnson said he is unfamiliar with Foster.
"I think if it had been a veteran referee, things
would have been a lot different, because they would
have acknowledged me and talked tome," he said. "I
take full responsibilities for my actions, and he’s
going to have to take full responsibility for his, too.
"As the captain, they must acknowledge me. If I was
cussin’ him out or cursin’ him out, I’d understand
that. But at no time did I do that."
Johnson didn’t say whether Foster should have
stopped the game to listen to him without calling a
technical foul, or heard him out after the bump, without tossing him from the game.

Kings hold two game lead on
Golden State, beat Nuggets
DENVER (AP) Victory was
sweet, and so was revenge.
The Sacramento Kings, beaten on the final day of the season here last year in a game that
knocked them out of the playoffs and put Denver in,
returned the favor Monday
night.
Mitch Richmond scored all
17 of his points in the second
half, including two baskets in
the final 1:10, and the Kings
beat Denver 90-86, eliminating
the Nuggets from the playoff
race.
"It’s nice to close out the
Nuggets since they closed us out
a year ago," Richmond said.

But there’s no popping champagne yet. We’re still battling
Golden State."
Sacramento holds a two-game
lead over C.olden State with
three games remaining in the
race for the eighth and final
playoff spot in the Western
Conference.
Denver fell three games back
with three games left but is
eliminated because Sacramento
won the tiebreaker, sweeping
the season series 4-0.
Olden Polynice had 25 points
and 17 rebounds for the Kings,
and Sarunas Marciulionis came
off the bench to score 19.
With the Kings trailing 81-80.

Richmond int a running, sevenfoot jumper in the lane over
and
Dikembe
Mutombo
McDyess with 1:10 left.
"I wanted the shot at the end
said
like
I always do,"
Richmond, who had missed his
previous five shots. ’I wanted to
take the ball to the hoop. I saw
Mutombo come at me and you
can always see McDyess because
he’s over the top of everyone
else, so I just lofted it up over
them."
Two free throws by Brian
Grant made it 84-81 with 57 seconds left, and Richmond then
hit a 20-footer with 29 seconds
Logo for an 86-81 advantage.

SJSU Career Center

ANK
Free use to SJSU students.

50C) 2CA:reale Fun
College Incentive

Hundreds of new jobs posted weekly.
24-hour access to part-time, full-time, temporary,
permanent, and internship opportunities.
kl \I( )1 I

\( ( I

Job Hotline
Internet

ON SI I I

Job Binders
Computers

For more information and to get your on-line password,
come to the Career Center in BC13.

Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care’
4.

Available to all College Students:
If you’re a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.’

Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care. which

includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance.
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required:
But don’t wait...this limited offer ends September 30. 1996!
Call our toll -free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.

Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
COROLLA

CANIRY

TERCEL_

Beyond the elementary
in Toyota quality.

Sporty yet pragmatic
performance

Dean’s List for youth? ii
function & styling

1 -800 -GO -TOYOTA
ask for "College"

://www.toyota.com,’col lege
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San Jose State University

Softball
team
loses five
straight

A night at the ball park

Results
livrn Apnl 1 2- 1 5
Baseball
The Spartans are swept
by University of Pacific
as they lost Monday.
9-4, at Muni Stadium.

Spartan Daily Staff Report

The SJSU softball team provided two scares to New Mexico State
University on Sunday but came
up with its fifth straight loss in the
end.
The Runners won the first
game 2-1 and took the nightcap 3at
2 the Presley Askew Complex.
Coming into the double header SJSU (14-26-1, 5-18-1 in the Big
West Conference) had just been
swept by University of Nevada Las
Vegas, 5-0, 19-6, 6-5.
In Sunday’s first contest, the
Spartans tied the game at one in
the seventh inning when Jena
Porto drove in Maya Garcia, forcing extra innings.
NMSU (31-23) survived the
Spartan threat as it scored in the
bottom of the ninth. With Lisa
Larson on third, Andrea Lefebvre
hit an RBI single to right field,
dinching the victory.
Larson was the offensive workhorse for the Runners, hitting
three for five with a run and a
double.
In the night game with NMSU
leading 3-1 to begin the seventh
inning, the Spartans rallied.
The Spartans scored a run and
loaded the bases with just one
out, but NMSU replaced Lynn
Sheehey on the mound with
Danny Dunn, thus, surviving
another scare.
"We really struggled today," said
head coach Rick Gamez. ’We did
get two wins but we need to ay
with more consistency. Hopefully
our team can take these two victories and put together a string of
wins."
The Spartans, though, picking
up two loses, hope for the same.

See story on page 8

OOHS,

AMY,
OCenhofter
rytAidt50Wnst

at Sun Devi/
Thunclertmrd
Glossa:
3berholser hos
won tour

l’Ouf

naments thts
osor
See Golf story on page 8

Men’s Golf
Spartans finished 14th
at the Sun Devil/
Thunderbird Classic.

Softball
The Spartans lost five
straight over the weekend. SJSU lost 2-1,3-2
against New Mexico on
Sunday and 5-0, 14-6,
6-5 against UNLV,
Saturday.
See Softball story on Page
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There was a chill in the air Saturday night as the Spartans fell to University of Pacific 4-3 in the 10th inning. The Spartans went on to
lose the final game of the series 9-4 on Monday at Municipal Stadium.

Spartans swept by Tigers
Spartan Daily Staff Report

Schedule
for .-tinal 16-21
Baseball
SJSU at Santa Clara
university Tuesday,
7 p.m., Santa Clara.
Women’s Tennis
Santa Clara at SJSU,
Tuesday. 2 p.m..
Spartan Courts.
SJSU at Saint Mary’s,
Thursday, 2:30 p.m.,
Moraga.

Softball
SJSU at Stanford,
Wednesday, 2 p.m.,
SJSU at Loyola
Marymount, Saturday,
noon, Los Angeles.
SJSU at Cal State
Fullerton, Sunday, 1
p.m., Fullerton.

Briefs
Rolex Collegiate Golf
Rankings
In the Rolex/Nichlaus
Individual Rankings,
Janice Moodie of SJSU
overtook teammate
Vibeke Stensrud for the
No. 1 spot.

University of Pacific scored
five runs in the seventh inning
to break a four-all tie as the
Tigers went on to defeat the San
Jose State University baseball
team 9-4 and sweep the three

game series.
The Tigers broke the tie
when Tim Schmierer, who led
the inning off with a triple,
scored on a sacrifice-fly by Ron
Lewis.
Two batters later, Dee Green’s
RBI-triple off the left center

field wall broke the game open.
Green finished with three hits,
including a double and triple.
The Spartans stayed close as
the team came back from a
three run deficit. John Alciati’s
RBI single in the second inning
brought SiSl to within one run.

The Spartans tied the game at
three when Steve Ashley stroked
his second RBI single.
With a pair of doubles, Ryan
Johnson led the Spartan offense
with three hits. Johnson’s batting average climbed to .355.

Oberholser injures wrist,
Spartans drop to 14th
Spartan Daily Staff Report

Playing without star golfer
Arrori Oberholser, winner of four
tournaments this season, the San
Jose State University men’s golf
team finished 14th at the Sun
Devil/Thunderbird Classic held at
the Karsten Course on the Arizona
State University campus.
The Spartans posted a 54-hole
total of 914 on the par 72, 7057
yard course.
Host Arizona State easily won
team honors in the 14-team field
with an 864, 13 shots better than
Auburn’s 877. Washington was
third at 877.
Oberholser, who was averaging
71.07 strokes per round for 30
rounds of competition this season,
suffered a left wrist injury on the
9th hole of Fridays opening
round.
Since he withdrew due to injury,
the Spartans were forced to count

all of their remaining golfers
scores in each round in the team
scoring format that normally
counts the best four scores from
five players.
SJSU was tied for
ninth after the second round, but had
to count two scores
of 80 or more in its
final round team
score.
Lonnie Damon of
YOIllsg
Brigham
University
took
medalist honors with
a 214 total.
He edged out
Arizona State’s Chris
Hanell and Joey
Snyder, Knut Ekjord
of Colorado,
and
Washington’s
Justin Miller

THE BREW EVANS IRIS RENTS 11111
A GREAT NIGHT OF %LOGIC &

by one stroke.
SJSU’s next competition is the
54-hole Big West Championships,
April 29 and 30, at the Fort Ord
Bayonet Course in Fort Ord.

NO BOP AND THE CHOPPERS,
a
SHA-500)441
"OLD

TIME

ROCK

N’

ROLL"

BBQ Dinner-Beer-Margaritas-Wine-Sodais, s: s, ...
(Must be 21 to attend, ID.)
, \’

Saturday, April 27, 1996 6:00 11:00 p.m.

’

@ THE CHRISTOPHER RANCH, GILROY CA: ’C.,
HWY 101 South, Left at HWY 25 to Hollister
N.
.017

(CLIP HERE)

TICKET REQUEST
Name
Address

-

p

ss....

ADMISSION lit PER PERSON (IN ADVANCE ONLY)
t
TRXETS BY RETURN MAIL
s... ,

Zip
No. of tickets

City

Dgte
.

Phone No
Amount Enclosed

State

,
Check #

PAULSON 40B-354-1512
FOR MORE INFORMATION TO VOLUNTEER CALL
EVANS FUND TO
CLIP REQUEST, SEND WITFI CHECK WRITTEN
BRENT EVANS PURR, .,
BOX 724 CAPITOLA, CA. 95010.0724
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Mojo the
gorilla dies

Battle against leukemia lost

University

Tuesday, April 16, 1996

OKLAHOMA CITY CAP) - A 9-month old Western lowland gorilla that had captured the hearts of children with its battle
against leukemia was euthanized Monday
when its pain became unbearable.
Steve Wylie, director of the Oklahoma
City Zoological Park, said Mojo’s condition worsened Sunday, and on Monday, it

was apparent that he was in severe pain.
"He just literally had gone to the point
that he wasn’t moving. Wylie said. "He
was just about on his last leg."
Mojo viagdiagtrosen in December with
acute lymphocytic leukemia, apparently
the only Western lowland gorilla with the
condition. He appeared to respond to

fieniuttirrapv at first, but began to develop infections and a loss of appetite
because of the treatment.
More than 1.1,000 drawings, 852 cards
and more than $3,800 in donations were
sent to the zoo after the leukemia was confirmed in December. The monetary donations are to be used for a new animal ours-
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EMPLOYMENT

EUROPE $269.
Be a little flexible and save 855.
Well help yoJ beat the airline prices
Destinations worldwide.
AIRIIITCHO 000.397-1096
arhrton@netcom.com

and summer schedule is filling up.
If you are personable, have a
good attitude, willing to work hard
in an exciting atmosphere, Call
Catered Too at 295-1563.

A FUN PLACE TO WORK, flexible
hours, great pay!! Am.& pm divers
and a.m counter person wanted.
No duds!! Pizza.A-GoGo. 117 E.
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal San Carlos. Si. 280-0707.
State Hayward’s Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand WANTED BAND & ORCHESTRA
Tour. Under $3.500. Academic hstrurnent Salesperscn. Looking for
credit. June 17 to August 6. someone with retail experience,
knowledge of band & orchestra
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538.
instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call
The Starving Musician 5549041.

SPORTS/THRILLS

SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Day Cane, Sports Canp & Specialty
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
Dane Director & Leader applications
There is nothing compared to
being accepted at the Central
the exhilaration experienced by
skydrving! Tandem, Accelerated YMCA. Applicants must be energetic,
enjoy working outdoors.
Arcraft.
Freefall, Turbine
SJSU student owned & operated. have previous experience working
with youth & have the ability to
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
lead a variety of camp activities.
1-510-634-7575.
For an application or more info.
contact the YMCA at 298-1717 or
COMPUTERS ETC, ship by 1717 The Alameda Sat Jose.

STUDENT JUSTICES FOR 96/97:
Associated Students has 3
branches of government: the
Executive Branch, the Legislative
Branch, and the Judlicks1 Branch.
Be part of the "Checks & Balances"
in A. S. Practice your critical thinking and communication skills.
Gain valuable experience working
with students & faculty! Pick up
an application from the A.S.
Government Office on the second
floor of the Student Union, Room
360. Completed applications are
due April 191h. For more information call Julie Brown, Director of
Personnel, at 9246415 or Denise
Cully. Chief Justice, at 924.6236.

Pr CAR PREP / DRIVER
You will keep all cars ship shape.
washing, vacuuming, checking
fluids & driving. Positions are now
available at our San Jose Airport
location. We offer flexible schedules in a fast paced, friendly
environment. Candidates must be
at least 18 years of age (with
college credits) & possess a good
driving record. Please apply in
person with D.M.V. printout at:
ENTERPRISE RENT.ACAR
1350 N. First St. (LeBaron Hotel)
San Jose, California
(408)452-1100

SWIM INSTRUCTORS wanted
Sun 96. kidependence HS & SJSU
pools. Please call West Coast
Aquatics for info. 408.2594522.
RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
Must be dependable & have own
transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
by working around your schedule.
Learn new skills. Benefits and
advancement opportunities.
Please call Washington Inventory
Service at 408/294-8196.
FAST-PACED SMALL LAW FIRM
seeks clerk w/good org. skills,
multtask oriented; comp literate
a +: filing, phones. FT hrs: Fax res.
w/ salary req. 408/995-3320.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time, am/ctn shrfts, flex hours.
Mon-Fn, Serving Downtown San
Jose. Inner City Express. 22 West
Saint John, San Jose. Apply in
person 7:30am-6pm.
SECURfTV - AcurActs. INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Payl
Too many benefits to list!
Coy, Swing, Crave Shifts, F/T &P/1.
Ca or apsy n peso,. Mb’s-Sun 7-7.
406.286-5880.5550 Pvbrdat be.
bk... Sat Cads aiiPairrw.
behind the Card ark: Rey acre.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Eam up
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp. necessary. For info. call
1.206.971-3550 ext. C60414.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg.Wamer Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends ardy
$749
Unarmed security officers
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
Military experience a plus
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
1-800-385-9419
or apply in person
591W. Hamilton 00 &in Tcrnas Exp.
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
COLLEGE STLIDENT ’TO DO" UST
_Register for class _Roommate
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
books _FlND A JOBII _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at regjstration.
We can’t help you with everything but we may be able to help
you with slob.
Would you like a position that
WS compliment you’ class schedule?
Positions available thragout San
Joie, Sate Claa, Remont & Milpitas.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8arn-5pm.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
comer Scott/San Tomas,

YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
FT/PT SchocAage childcare (6. ECE) WORD PROCESSING
preferred. M-F. 24 flex. Looking
for fun creative people who are
THE PERFECT PAPER
willing to make a difference.
Resumes
Summer opportunity also availResearch Papers
able (childcare, camp. aquatics).
’Manuscripts, etc.
For more information, call Marie Worked with SJSU Students &
at 408-370.1877.
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Turnaround. 10 mnutes from SJSU.
DIRECTORS: Adult & children, All work guaranteed. Call Jane
church choirs. Call 377-8155 from 8am-6pm 0(408)9370373.
or fax resume to 377-8523.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS Term papers, theses, resumes,
Elem. school-age recreation prog., group projects. etc. Free spelling
P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the and grammar check. Typewriter
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T) available for filling in forms. Do
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal. you tape interviews of people for
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call reports or later reference? If so,
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not NA. I will transcribe your tapes.
school year? Call for summer ern. FAX machine. Notary Public.
ployment-1 feguard, cam p leaders). Will do one day turnaround when
schedule permits. Call Anna at
TEACHER Oben &After School 972-4992 from 8am to 7pm.
Program, F/T. Paid medical,
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec. TOJO’S Word Processing Service
units required. Resume to: ’Resumes. School Papers. Flyers
Frederick Ferrer, 0 Gardner
Powerpoint presentations
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
Color output
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
VERY LOW RATES.
Call Today! 408937-7201,
LOOKING FOR A JOB
Temporary Permanent
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Part-Time
Science & English papers/theses
We are a small agency with big our specialty. Laser printing. Free
contacts! Come in today, bring spell check and storage. APA,
your resume & tell us about your Turabian and other formats.
self. We want to get to know you! Resumes, editing, graphics
AVAlLABLE POSMONS:
and other services available.
re.dministratrve Assistant
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Clerical
Cal Paul oVirginia 408-251-0449.
Customer Service
*Receptionist
PROOFREADING EDITING
*Accounting
& Word Processing.
’Tech Support
Get your papers edited before
saies/manceting
they are graded; A polished
paper improves grades.
We’re here to help you!
Free pckup and delivery.
Call Today
CAREER RESOURCES
18 years business experience
Personnel Service
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(408) 241-0513
869 El Camino Real
Menlo Park
(415) 3236687 (4151328-4526 AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers. Group Projects. Resumes. tatters,
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. HP Laser II. All formats. specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Near Lied Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow. grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Downtown
408-494-0200 Worry free, dependable and prompt
408-3642703 service. To avoid disappointment,
Campbell
Office positions also available. call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm).
DOES YOUR SURNIER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year-old publishing com- NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Resumes Temt Papers
pany. Southwestern, is looking to
Letters *Tape Transcriptions
select 8-10 students from SJSU
to work in our summer program.
20 years experience.
Low Rates!
Average profit from summer work:
information
408/297.3341.
$5,766. For interview
call (408) 241-9903.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
TRAVEL ABROAD APO WORK Mae Theses, term papers, group
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic projects, resumes, mini ormicro
conversational English in Japan cassette transcripticr. All formats.
Taiwan. or S. Korea. No teaching Fax available. Experienced.
background or Asian languages dependable, quick return.
required. For information call: Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
1-206-971-3570 ext. .160413.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
These are great positions for
for egg donation. Desperate
students. Most teacher- positions
..
Who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE.
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408.379-3200 ext. 21.
ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME, flin
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp
& fhendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. $9.00 $12.00
per hour to start. Fax resume
to 408/9930759, attn: John.

PART TIME WARPERSON
Needed evenings & weekends
Salary tips. Apply in person.
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed int* immediate
area Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
Sports Instructor. Lifeguards.
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards,
Swim Instructors, Camp Counselors,
and Sports Camp Instructors.
Accepting applications at the
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA.

TEACHERS /TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. hinted.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
40E1996.1437.

DAILY CLASSIF7ED - LOCAL RATES

Ages 21-30, healthy and
APA Turd*. MLA
responsible. Generous stipend
Grammar, Sentence Structure
and expenses paid. Please call Nursing/Soc. Work/English/History
WWFC 1.510-820-9495.
Mb:mations! Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Become a Sperm Donor.
Let me do it for you!
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Resumes. Term Papers,
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Screenplays. APA,
Contact California Cryobank
Dictaphone.
415-3241900, M-F, 8-5pm.
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie- 445-0707
9,40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1.800-898SCHOLARSHIPS
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings,
FREE MONEY For Your Education!
ALASKA SUIMIER EMPLOYMENT - Apply for your share in millions of
Students Needed! Fishing Indus- unclaimed pnvate sector aid. Call
try. Earn up to 53.000-56,000+ Scholarship Resource Services.
per month. Room and Board! 408.261-8676.
Transportation! Male or Female.
No experience necessary. Call FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
1-206-971-3510 ext 460414.
grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call regardless of grades, income.
or parent’s income. Let us help.
1-301-306-1207.
Call Student Financial Services:
1-8002636495 ext. f40414.

FOR NATAL / Mery RATES call 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
REAL ESTATE
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on Si. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-8004939778 Ext. 1.12236
for current listings.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" -Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 298.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HAe.S1F
NO OBLIGATONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.

MIMEO
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
Ilve-h companion. Call after 4pm.
3743804.
DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
CA Dental Board Exam. Free
cleaning, filling, and crown If
qualified. Contact Lei-Fong Lee at
415.9294515 for more Info.

=0 MOOD [A 10117=FILI Ell DIED=
LEFILJULJOEOHOHO HEEEHOOFDDHEEDE7
flEF1LF1=110 HEMLJODEEHDHOOLJEDEEE
MIII=EFIFT-IHDELAJOHUDDEMEDDEflED
Name

Ad Rata: 3-line

minimum
One
Two Threw
Day
Days
Days
$5
$7
$e
3 News
$10
4 Mos
$45
$4
$11
5 Ingo
$7
$9
$10
$12
Anse
$11
$1 for each additional line.

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$11

Fiva ",,,
Days
$13 cry a Sums
$11
PPron.
$15
$16
Send check or money order to

After Its. Nth day, rata Inorassets by El par day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Please check
one classification:
tf,000

Spartan Dolly Clasoffleds
Sun Jona State U
SanJaae, CA 951=
U Classified desk is located in Dwight Berger Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepaid U No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (40S) 924-3277

111.000 SILEIBIT SOSOLARIMPSI
$1,000 scholarships arid venous
errand sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll iii Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from 830k+
For details, ntact Dr. Jorge
Marcords. Packaging Proaarr
Coordinator at 406/9243210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards Reasonable Rates. Call
Tamara Daney 415.267-7267.

COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Prrvate money.
No pay back. For details. call
510-632-0835 or 510-471 8667

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing gutter or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408.298-6124
CRIME PREVENTION INFOI84ST12N
1-900-622-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70 mm. (9-min max)
18 srs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-UNE. Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.# 408.6835723
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(115) 525.05015..aek for OMNI&
1E GAMING http://www.taka
me.com Scholarships. academic
& career resources, intemships.
sports, news. entertainment. travel,
music. debates & 1.000s of links.
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info Please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601.9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Maii.

_Campus Clubs* _Rental Housing
Greek Messages* _Shared Housrg*
_Events*
Rea Estate
_Announcements. _Services.
and Found"’ _HeartrvBeauty
Volunteers*
_Sports/Thrills.
For Sale
_Insurance
_Autos For sae _Entertanment
_Corrputers Etc _Travel
_Tutonng
_Wanted*
_Word Processing
_EmPloyrnent
_Scholarships
Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Writers
Reasonable Rates
Call 356.6782

MEN WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perm&
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First amt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. *17. Campbell.
(405) 379-3500.
WANTED 100 STUDENTS Lose
3100 pounds. New metabolism
oreaidnrough. I lost 15 pounds in
3 weeks. Guaranteed results.
$35 cost. 1-800466-3929.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. Sat Jose, 9939093.
MonSat./ Free Cons. /Eve adrts.
All Students Receive 201kDscount.
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Conficientai.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baswood Ave. San Jose
247-7486.

Certain advertisements In
these columns wry refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reninded that when milking
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money kw goods or seMcee.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate aN firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vocations or merchandise

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will avvear in the next issue

CALL MARCIA 266.9448
Word
Processing Service/Fax
.
_

FOR SALE
Ill WE PAY TOP CASH SS
For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
We Buy/Trade.in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

cry.
Mojo was born at the zoo on July 2 and
was taken from his mother shortly after
birth because she could
produce
enough milk to feed hini.
The Western lowland gorilla is on the
endangered species list. There are less
than 50,000 of the gorillas in the wild.

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282

SWW4 INSTRUCTORS/URGUARDS
wanted. A private club is looking
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The
primary responsibility of the
instructor is to teach group swim
lesson for ages 6 maths & up. The
primary responsibilities of the lifeFOR RENT
guard is the safety of all patrons
2 IMAM. APARIMENT $800/1113.
in the pool area and to uphold the
Security type Pudding
Club rules. Previous experience is
Secure Parking
preferred, however not required.
Close In
*All employees must be certified
in first Aid. CPR. and Lifeguarding
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Instructcrs must be WS! certified.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Salary is based upon experience,
(408) 295-6893.
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
PERSONALTY PLUS
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm Attitude over resume. Join the 3rd
SERENE S, Quiet DAV Two WI daily. Call 249.5699.
fastest growing co in America.
2 br/lba $685. 1 br/lba $550.
Line up summer work now!
Walk to SJSU. Prkg. Laundry. Call OCCASIONAL CHILDCARE for 11
6549635
415-3443666. pgr. 4154236355. year old boy. Hours vary. Homework, swim etc. Car & refs req. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in
Patient, energetic, fun exp. only. telecommunications marketing.
SHARED HOUSING Stevens Creek/San Tomas area. Highly motivated people move
ahead quickly in this exciting
$5/hr. 9834732.
network marketing approach. Join
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
in attractive, newly remodelled, SALES. INSIDE PI/FT for students the fastest growing industry. If you
spacious, tri-level townhome in w/great voices, good communica- are serious about your future you
Santa Teresa foothills. Scenic views. tion & desire to make money. Sue need to check this outl Call John
peaceful surroundings. Guaranteed 9935905. Hiring now for summer. at 8002666245 ext. 33422.
parking Clean, new & in rope:sable
cm:1ton! Fully furnished bedroom an BOOKKEEPER - PT. Invoice, post, $257,000. My 2nd yew income
3rd le.e. Cibhouse/pool/spa. Easy pay bills on QuickBooks. Good 2 years out. of college. Not
access to 85 & 101. Cny $325/mo. phone manner a must. Excel rep multi -level, just an honest
+ util. Call Angle at 408-974-8898 a plus. Call Lisa 408.275-1784.
way to make good money.
or 408.2242015, leave message
Call 800946.1690. Free Info.
& you call will be returned. Females GRAPHIC ABAST NEEDED.
and non-smokers only. please.
freelance, comic book style, color FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
separations. call 408.3651717.
Gatos has openings for fitness
center, front desk, childcare.
RECEPTIONIST needed for Tue. & aquatics & maintenance. Wages &
FOR SALE
17u. Entails general office support. shifts vary depending on dept.
FREEZER - UPRIGHT 20.151;11ST. Fax resume to 408-266-3448 Apply in person. 3532136.
5 shelves, 2 large storage baskets. or come fill out an application at
PARENTING INSTRUCTOR
Good condition. $100 227-1145. SigForms, 1631 Willow St.
$9 $11/hr. 25-30 hrs/wk.
ONE PERSON’S JUNK in another LAW OFFICE, part-tIme, p.m., Exp w/D.D., parenting & early
het
typing,
general
phones,
filing.
childhood
development. Car
person’s treasure! SELL your
necessary. Fax resume to
$8/hr. Call Margaret 241-1941.
treasures in the classifieds!
248-1221.
CLERICAL - Growing Santa Clem
ANNOUNCEMENTS company seeks office assistant. VALET PAAKERS - P/T, nights &
Supports sales dept., data entry. weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have mm. 1
FAST FUNDRNEER . Rase $500 .i5 Fax resume 408-986-8841.
year customer service experience,
days-Greeks Groups, ad. motiveted
individuals. Fast, easy- No financial MANUFACTURING - day night & desire to serve people. Polite,
obligation 1-800862-1982 ert.33. shifts for swimming pool cover co. well groomed, and professional
Will train, call 408-986-9595.
attitude only. 20 yrs+. 85.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/546.1747.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
SHERATON SAN JOSE
Only $57.00 per year.
is now seeking candidates
FILE CLERK Entombs Rent-ACer
Save 30% 60%
for the following positions:
is seeking a part-time file clerk
PI your dental needs.
DESK:
to work in our corporate office in
FRONT
1-800-655-3225.
For info call
San Jose. Duties will include filing
Guest Service Agent
PBX Operator
the daily rental contracts and
Bell Person
some receptionist functions. The
AIWA
position requires an individual
HOUSEKEEPING:
to be available to work 20-25
Guest Room Attendant
WELCOME Kirsten. Jen, Ragan.
hours a week. For immediate
House Person
Kat, 8, Stacy! We love our new
consideration, please contact the
FAX Resume to 943-1707 or
sisters! AOE, Alpha Phi.
Apply in Person:
Human Resources Department at
(408)467-1300.
1801 Barber Lit, Milpitas.
Job Hotline 9430600, ext. 151.
CAMPUS CLUBS
CUST SERV REPS WANTED, work
Equal Opportunity Employer.
with other students in friendly
JOIN THE CELTIC IERITAGE CWB.
atmosphere for fast growing co.
EVENT STAFF NEEDED
Erebsr learning about kesh, Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the On call starting at $8 an hour! $6-$7/hr. Call (4151366-3893.
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open Work when you can! Days.
S115,000/YR. INCOME
to all students Interested in evenings and weekends, with
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and Catered Too, one of the areas potential. Reading books. Toll
Ext. Rculture. For more Information, fastest growing caterers. Free
.
-- 1400-898-9778

1:RAJ/11.
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ACROSS
1 Main point
Chewy roll
Yawn
Poker stake
Stun
Flying saucers
abbr
17 Blemish
18 Rebuff
19 Boarding device
20 Talking bird
22 "Riders of the
Purple Sage"
author
24 Wonderland
girl
26 Olive - of the
comics
27 Cigar box
30 Make beloved
33 Soon
34 Precious
ointment
36 Boise’s stale
38 Clever one
39 Dancer Fred 41 Fracas
42 Stalks
44 Engrave
45 Style
46 Quenched
48 Equipped like
an eagle
50 Stimpy s pal
51 Poplar
52 Current
56 Tummy
exercises
60 Infamous fiddler
61 Freight
63 You could hear
- drop
64 Adolescent
65 Group of three
66 Something
forbidden
67 Minerals
5
10
14
15
16

MUM MOOR =MO
OM@ MUM@ MOM
0111210 MEM @UM
MONUOM MUMMOMMO
UOUO UMW
IBUOMUCION 011100U
WOO UM MAIM
MUM POUGIUMMI MEM
UUMUMU L1@ =IOU
MORO UMUMOOMO
MOO
OBOMUUMO OONNOM
Mad NUMMI MUM
GOMM NUM@ MWOR
MOON ON0140 OMMO
C,99.51ffinedelSyndocato
68 Run-down
69 Once more
DOWN
1 Breathe hard
2 Ancient
Peruvian
3 Leading actor
4 Topography
5 Strongholds
6 Musician s
need
7 Filmy material
8 Poet Pound
9 Ono’s love
10 Made a baby
sound
11 At a distance
12 Apple. e g
13 Catch sight of
21 Antique
23 Singer Gorrne
25 Boxed
27 Hems and 28 Squadrons

29 Lodging place
30 Orders
31 TV hotshot
Spelling
32 - Island
35 Cat’s prey
37 Had bills
39 Inquired
40 Musical
composition
43 Strands
45 Helena’s state
47 Passes into law
49 Garland of
flowers
51 Eagle’s nest
52 "Do - others"
53 Equal
54 Maple or cedar
55 Weight
allowance
57 Atop
58 Yearn
59 Type of job?
62 Wander idly

MEE EMMEN MEMM
NENE MENNE HENN
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MENNEN HEMMEN=
MENNE MEN
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MEEN UWE MEM
MEN MENNE= NEN
MENNE NENE NENE
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MEN MEN
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MOEN ENE= MUNN
MENE MEM MNEN
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San Jose send off draws 200
By Michael Barton
amass Daily Sun Writ.
About two hundred people
attended a "Fight the Right
March" send off of for San Jose
representatives Sunday morning at
the county parking lot at First and
Hedding streets in San Jose on
Sunday.
The send off was led by
Supervisor Mike Honda, Gonzalo
Farez of the Human Rights
Defense Committee.
Honda spoke to the marchers
who packed into five chartered
buses headed to San Francisco.
"Proposition 187 caught most off
guard," Honda said through a

inegapl
. "But not you."
"That’s a terrible name for them
the
right. Like the CCR1
(California Civil Rights Initiative),
it’s not (nil and it’s not right,"
Honda shouted to a cheering
crowd. ’Why don’t we call it the
march against the wrong?"
Farez congratulated the crowd
for "startng down a new road. The
respect for human rights has been
lost," he said. "That s why we are
here to march."
Lenore Sheridan of the San Jose
Chapter of NOW said the march
showed groups putting aside their
differences to rally against the
right. "We are all coming together

about defeating the California
Civil Rights Initiative," she said.
"It’s going to be a movement of all
working people, not just left-leaning or progressive people who
have a stake in affirmative action."
Sheridan said the right has been
organized a long time and they are
"using affirmative action as a way
of attacking unity. They’re all
attempting to divide us."
The representatives boarded
buses that joined what members
from NOW estimated to be 30,000
to 60,000 marchers in San
Francisco. Presido’s park police
estimated the crowd at only 13,000
people.

Top Ten Reasons
Why Over 250,000 Students
Have Prepared for the
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A young woman holds onto her sign while listening to speakers at the Crissy Field rally after the "Fight
the Right March" in San Francisco on Sunday afternoon.
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.0 AIDS a, tivist group. All else went on peacefully’
as organized.
The marchers headed for Crissy Field at the
Presidio. Leading the march were feminists Steinem.
Mary Chung and NOW President Patricia Ireland,
Rainbow Coalition leader Rev. Jesse Jackson, United
Farm Workers’ Dolores Huerta and actor Danny
Glover.
Organizers said 650
communitv groups were at
the march. NOW estimated that 50,000 people participated in the march, but
Presidio’s park police estimates put the figure closer
to 13,000. Either way, the
numbers were far short of
projection
of
NOW’s
100,000 marchers attending the rally.
Chanting, "The people united will never be divided," the marchers winded down by the San Francisco
marina after 2 p.m. when the Crissy Park rally began.
Banners showed a diverse mix of ideas, ranging
from the First Unitarian Church of San Jose to a man
and his wife on the sidelines waving an American
Flag; from Queers for Affirmative Action to the Angry
White Guys for Affirmative Action.
Vendors selling socialist and worker-oriented newspapers lined the entrance to Crhsy Field as did peo-
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4111:1, Over 30 years of MCAT prep experience
41[110 More than 110 hours of live MCAT training taught by expert MCAT instructors

ple distributing free brochures and information.
Trash cans were set up by NOW for people to donate
money as they walked in, and people with megaphones pleaded for financial support for the event.
At the rally, San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown, San
Francisco Supervisor Barbara Kaufman and others
spoke to the crowd about the movement to fight the
right. "San Francisco alone cannot defeat the right,"
said Brown, who later pleaded with the crowd to
spread the word against
the CCRI.
The crowd sat and
listened to the speakers
who told their stories of
how affirmative action was
important in their lives.
Post-march speaker
"Our stories are real," one
speaker
said.
"(The
right’s) rhetoric isn’t." A
woman who had undergone a late-term abortion also spoke about "reproductive freedom" and her support for Clinton who
recently vetoed a bill aimed at making late-term abortions illegal in cases of sever deformity.
The march was characterized beat by one speaker.
"The right is too organized; they are way ahead of us,"
she said. "Today is our day. We can do more than sit
around and bitch." She concluded that the message
of the march was to translate frustration into action by
spreading the message that the "radical right’s agenda
is not OK."
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Today is our d ay. We can do
more than sit around and bitch.

5 -volume set of Home Study Books-indexed for easy reference
Extra Clinics for Intensive Content Review, MCAT strategies, and AAMC practice items
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It Works!

Classes begin as early as May 4th!
Sign up before May 1st and save $70.
Ask about tuition assistance, study buddy and group discounts.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST Today!
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Look, if you think a
talking stuffed moose is pretty
amazing, listen to this. I was hanging out with
some of the boys the other evening. One of them just
bought a new Macintosh: Evidently, Apple is offering
incredibly low campus prices on Macintosh computers
right now. So he pops in this CD-ROM. Man, you wouldn’t
believe what this thing could do. No wonder the Mac’
is one of the most advanced multimedia computers.
We’re talking sight, sound, full -motion
videothe works. Gee, wish I
could move like that.
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Come apply for an Apple Computer Loan and
see how easy it is to take home a Mac;

Best price on Apple Computers for San Jose State students!
Apply for Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-LN

For all of your computer needs visit Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
Prices suNect to change without notice. See store for details. limited availability on certain prixiticLs.
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oliee:Two Sessions
TO REGISTER: Fill out an applicationpick up a Registration Form from the
Information Island beginning April 8th (current students) or April 15th
(new students)return at time indicated on your Registration form to Register.
Session I starts June 3. Courses continuing up to 8 weeks. Session ends July 25.
Course

Section Number

Dates

Days

Time

Units

Acct 1A Principles of Accounting
Acct 1B Principles of Accounting
Allied Health 3 Medical Terminology

8001

6/3/96 to 7/25/96

MTWTh

9:30-11:45AM

4

8049

MTWTh

5:30-7:45 PM

4

MTWTh

3:30-7:00 PM

3

Astro 1 Astronomy
Biosc. IA General Biology: Cells
Biosc. 15 Human Evo., Heredity & Dis.

8051

6/3/96 to 7/25/96
6/3/9610 6/27/96
6/4/96 to 7/11/96

TWTh

6:00-9:00 PM

3

8052

6/3/9610 7/25/96

MTWTh

4:00-8:00PM

8005

6/3/9610 6/27/96

MTWTh

5
3

Business Off. Tech. 5 Intro to IBM PC
Business Office Tech. 8 MS Word/IBM
Busi ness 21 Intro to Bus. Computing

8002

8054

6/3/96 to 6/5/96

MW

2:00-5:00 PM
5:00-8:50 PM

8056

6/4/96 to 6/13/96

TTh

5:00-8:50 PM

1

8058

6/3/96 10 6/27/96

MTWTh

5:00-8:00 PM

3
1

.5

Business 21L Intro to Bus. Comp. Lab
Computer Appls. 20A Intro to the Mac
Comp. Elec Tech 66 ENG Assm &OA

8059

6/3/96 to 6/27/96

MTWTh

8:00-9:00 PM

8016

6/3/9610 6/20/96

MWTH

100-3-15 PM

1

8061

6/4/96 to 7/25/96

TTh

5:00-1000 PM

3

Chem lA General Chemistry

8018

6/3/9610 7/11/96

MTWTh

10 AM -3.15 PM

5

Chem 30A Fundamentals of Chemistry
Chem 30A Fundamentals of Chemistry
Couns 1 College Survival Skills

8019

6/4/9610 7/10/96

TWTh

1:00-6.00 PM

3

8062

6/4/96 to 7/11/96

TWTh

4:00-9:00 PM

3

8065

2

8067

MTWTh
MTTh

4:30-7.30 PM

Couns. 12 Careers and Lifestyles
Engl IA English Composition

6/3/96 to 6/20/96
6/3/96 to 7/15/96

5:30-8:30 PM

3

8 AM -12:30 PM

3

8022
8023

6/3/9610 6/27/96

MTTh

6/3/9610 7/11/96

MTTh

1:00-4:00 PM

3

8068

6/3/9610 7/11/96

MTTh

7:00-10:00 PM

3

Engl 105 English Fundamentals
Engl 105 English Fundamentals

8026

6/3/96 to 6/27/96
6/3/96 to 7/11/96

MTTh

9 AM -1:30 PM

3

9 AM -12.00 PM

3

Engl 105 English Fundamentals

8070
8071

6/3/96 to 6/27/96

MTTh
MTTh

5:00-9:30 PM

3

MTTh
MTTh

7:00-10:00 PM
9 AM -12.00 PM

3

8027

6/3/96 to 7/11/96
6/3/96 to 7/11/96

8028

6/3/96 to 6/27/96

MTTh

9:00 AM -I:30 PM

3

Engl IA English Composition
Engl 1A English Composition

Engl 105 English Fundamentals
Engl 108A Effective Writing
Engl 108A Effective Writing

8025

3

Engl 108A Effective Writing
Engl 108A Effective Writing

8073

6/3/96 to 7/11/96

MTTh

7:00-10:00 PM

3

8072

6/3/96 to 6/27/96

MITh

5:30-10:00 PM

3

ESL 112 Basic Listening & Speaking 2

8031

6/3/96 to 7/25/96

MTWTh

12:45-3:00 PM

3.5

ESL 122 Basic Writing/Grammar 2
ESL 132 Basic Reading/Vocabulary 2

8032

6/3/96 to 7125/96

MTWTh

10:30-1215 PM

3

8033

6/3/96 to 7/25/96

MTWTh

830 AM -I0:15 AM

3

Grart 64 PhotoShop
Math C Intermediate Algebra

8078

6/4/96 to 7/11/96

TWTh

5:00-7:00 PM

3

8081

6/3/96 to 7/25/96

MTWTh

6:00-815 PM

4

Math 3B Second Semester Calculus

8040

6/3/96 to 7/25/96

MTWTh

9 AM -12:00 PM

5

Math 8 Finite Math

8082

6/3/96 to 7/25/96

MWTh

6:00-8:10 PM

3

Math 10 Statistics

8083

6/3/96 to 7/25/96

MWTh

6:00-8:10 PM

3

Music 5A Fundamentals of Music
Nutr Science 15 Human Nutrition

8085

6/3/96 to 7/11/96

MTTh

7:00-1000 PM

3

8086

MW
MTWTh

3

8093

6/3/96 to 7/24/96
6/3/96 10 6/27/96

6:00-9:00 PM

PE 990 Badminton
PE 7S Beginning Tennis

5:00-7:15 PM

1

8089

6/3/96 to 6/27/96

MTWTh

7:15-9:30 PM

1

PE 7T Advanced Beginner Tennis

8090
8091

6/3/96 to 6/27/96

MTWTh

715-9:30 PM

1

6/3/96 to 6/27/96
6/3/9610 7/11/96
6/3/9610 7/11/96

MTWTh

715-9:30 PM

1

MWTh

7:30-9:30 PM

1

MWTh

1
3
3

PE 7U Intermediate Tennis

8092

PE 80 Volleyball
PE 41.1 Weight Training
Phil 1 Introduction to Philosophy

8088
8043

6/3/96 to 6/27/96

MTWTh

6:00-8:00 PM
9 AM -12:15 PM

Polit 1 American Government

8095

MTWTh

6:00-9:15 PM

Psych 1 General Psychology
Read 53 Speed & Critical Reading
Rlest 90 Principles of Real Estate

8097

6/3/96 to 6/27/96
6/3/96 to 6/27/96

MTWTh

6:00-9:15 PM

3

8099

6/3/96 to 7/11/96

MTTh

7:00-10:00 PM

3

8100

6/3/96 to 7/11/96

MTTh

6:30-930 PM

3

Soc 45 Sociology of Human Sexuality
Spech 1 Public Speaking

8047

MTWTh

10 AM -1:15 PM

3

8048

6/3/96 to 6/27/96
6/3/96 to 7/11/96

MTTh

9 AM -12.00 PM

3

Viet 49A For Vietnamese -Speaking

8103
8104

6/3/96 to 7/11/96
6/3/96 to 7/11/96

MTTh

6:00-900 PM

3

MTTh

6:00-9:00 PM

3

Viet 49 B For Vietnamese -Speaking

Sessiat II starts iittie 1Z Cowses continting up to 6Ittek. Sesin eit& luty 25,
Course

Number

Dates

Allied Health 11 Cardiopulm. Resus.
Art 4 Art Appreciation
Bio 10 Introduction to Biology
Bio 25 Environmental Biology
Bio 55 Anatomy & Physiology
Bus. Office Tech 5 Intro to IBM PC
Bus. Office Tech 8 MS Word/IBM
Bus. Office Tech 53 Ten-key Keypad
Bus. Office Tech 53 Ten-key Keypad
Business Office Tech 60 Keyboarding
Business Office Tech 61 Keyboarding
Business Office Tech 65 Keyboarding
Business Office Tech 65 Keyboarding
Business Office Tech 67 Keyboarding
Business Office Tech 67 Keyboarding
Bus. Off. Tech 100 Keyboarding & WP
Computer Appl. 25 Intro to MS Works
Computer Appl. 27 Intro to Excel
CIS 4A Programming
CIS 37A "C" Programming
CIS 171 Computer Lab: Pascal
CIS 172 Computer Lab: "C"
Couns 1 College Survival Skills
Engl 1A English Composition
Engl 1A English Composition
Engl 108A Effective Writing
Engl 108A Effective Writing
ESL 111 Basis Listening/Speaking 1
ESL 131 Basic ReadingNocabulary 1
ESL 113 Oral Communications 1
ESL 133 Reading Compr.Nocb. 3
Grart 63 PageMaker
Hist 17A United States History
Hist 17A United States History
Math 102 Arithmetic Functions
Math A Elementary Algebra
Math C Intermediate Algebra
Math D Trigonometry
Math 3A First Semester Calculus
Music 16 History of Rock & Roll
Nutritional Science 15 Human Nutrition
PE 4H Fitness Aerobic Dance
Phys 10 Introduction to Physics
Polit 1 American Government
Polit 1 American Government
Psych 1 General Psychology
Psych 12 Human Growth & Devel.
Soc 1 Introduction to Sociology
Soc 45 Sociology/Human Sexuality
Span IA Beginning Spanish

8050
8003
8004
8053
8006
8055
8057
8007
8008
8009
8010
8011
8012
8013
8014
8015
8017
8060
8063
8064
8020
8021
8066
8024
8069
8029
8074
8030
8076
8075
8034
8077
8036
8079
8084
8080
8037
8038
8039
8041
8042
8087
8094
8044
8096
8098
8045
8046
8101
8102

6/17/96 to 6/19/96
6/18/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/24/96
6/18/96 to 7/25/96
6/18/96 to 6/20/96
6/24/96 to 7/3/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/19/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/19/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/19/9610 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
7/8/96 to 7/25/96
7/8/96 to 7/25/96
6/18/96 to 7/25/96
6/18/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
7/22/96 to 8/15/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/18/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/9610 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/9610 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/9610 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/98 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/98
6/17/96 10 7/25/96
6/18/9610 7/25/96
6/18/96 to 7/25/96
6/17/96 to 7/25/96
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Days
MW
TWTh
MTWTh
MTVV
TWTh
TTh
MW
MTWTh
WTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
WTh
MTWTh
WTh
By arrg.
MWTh
MWTh
TWTh
TWTh
By arrg.
By arrg.
MWTh
MTTh
MTTh
MTTh
MTTh
MTTh
MTTh
MTTh
MTTh
TWTh
MTTh
MTTh
MWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MWTh
MTWTh
MTTh
MWTh
MTTh
MTWTh
MTTh
MTTh
MTTh
MTTh
TWTh
TWTh
MTWTh

Time

Units

4:00-9:00 PM
10AM-1:15 PM
8 AM -12:30 PM
5:00-8:00 PM
2:00-5:00 PM
5:00-8:50 PM
5:00-8:50 PM
8:45-11:00 AM
8:45 AM -12:45 PM
8:45 AM -12:30 PM
8:45 AM -12:30 PM
8:45-11:00 AM
8:45 AM -12:45 PM
8:45-11:00 AM
8:45 AM-12:45 PM
By arrangement
1:00-3:15 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
6:00-8:50 PM
6:00-8:50 PM
By arrangement
By arrangement
5:30-8:30 PM
9:00-12:00 PM
7:00-10:00 PM
8:00-11:00 AM
7:00-10:00 PM
8:30 AM -12:15 PM
5:00-9:15 PM
6:00-9:00 PM
9:00-12:00 PM
7:00-9:00 PM
8:00-11:00 AM
6:00-9:00 PM
6:00-9:00 PM
6:00-9:00 PM
9 AM -12:00 PM
9 AM -12:00 PM
9 AM -1:00 PM
3:00-6:00 PM
2:00-5:00 PM
5:00-7:00 PM
5:30-10:00PM
11 AM-2:00 PM
6:00-9:00 PM
6:00-9:00 PM
11 AM -2:00 PM
9 AM-12:00 PM
6:00-9:00 PM
5:15-9:00 PM

.5
3
4
3
2
.5
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
.5
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3.5
3.5
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
5
3
3
1
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
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